
The competition for top talent is increasingly tough for big business. Organisations are 
constantly looking for ways to have the greatest appeal to candidates, and customised 
employee benefits packages are one way to stand out from the crowd. 

But if the perceived value of customised benefits is on the up, why then, are many 
companies rejecting the diversity of offerings in Integrated Health and Wellness models 
in favour of the traditional modular approach? 

When Employee Health Programmes were introduced in the late 80’s, they were designed to be unique 
programmes built to tackle the prevalent issue of the workforce at the time, such as HIV or STDs. As the 
business environment evolved in the early 90’s, employee health models began to reach into broader 
areas such as Occupational Health. In South Africa, this was particularly pertinent with a large labour 
workforce employed in the mining and manufacturing industries. By 1993, the Occupational Health and 
Safety Act 85, was introduced. 

Fast forward another 5-10 years and companies evolved their health and wellness programmes to 
a more proactive approach. Achieved by an increase in lifestyle relevant features - often identified as a 
competitive advantage by many blue-chip companies. 

Employers realised that a comprehensive health and wellness programme could do two things. Firstly, 
it could help organisations tailor benefits packages to each employee, based on age, dependents, health 
history and even commuter distances. Secondly, this information provided employers with accurate 
data on the health of their employee enabling the business to negotiate better rates with their healthcare 
provider, as well as take preventative healthcare measures to result in a more productive workforce. 

It was a win-win. 

Consequently, Integrated Wellness models gathered traction and currently, in South Africa, banks, 
construction companies and manufacturers all use integrated wellness models. Their reasoning? It is 
cost effective and enables the business to develop highly-valued customised wellness packages.
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What do we have to  
say about that?
“An integrated model provides access to a complete shopping 
list of benefits that can be accessed at any moment, for 
both temporary and permanent staff. Not to mention, it 
provides holistic data. Year-on-year a company can refine 
its specifications with its healthcare insurer such that its 
rates become more cost effective.” Explains Shelley Mason, 
Business Development Manager, EOH Workplace Health and 
Wellness.

A comprehensive Integrated Health and Wellness model 
should include features around an Employee Wellness 
Programme, Absenteeism, Incapacity and Disability, 
Occupational Health, Primary Healthcare and Organisational 
Health consulting. 

“Unfortunately, Integrated models seem like a big buy,” says 
Mason. “Business don’t want to purchase the equivalent of a 
new car when they just need their tyres replaced.” 

Ironically, this approach can make operations more 
cumbersome down the line.

The advantage often cited by those companies with modular 
models, is that they are not buying services they won’t use. 
“Not true,” explains Mason. “Companies using Integrated 
models don’t pay for the features they don’t use; they just 
have access to them in an instant.”

“Where big companies get caught out is that workplace health 
liability can be change in an instant. And unfortunately, the 
bigger the company the greater the liability.” Says Mason.

In one instance, an employee of a large south African listed 
mining company instituted a civil action against the company. 
The Constitutional Court ordered the mining company to 
pay damages to the amount of R2,600,000. The cost of 
Occupational Health suddenly becomes frighteningly clear. 

Integrated Employee Wellness programmes are a cost 
effective and innovative solution for big businesses with 
a diverse workforce. The reality is that no matter which 
industry your business operates in, the workforce of the 
future is going to become more diverse and with that the 
application of Occupational Health and Safety requirements 
will become more complex. 

Businesses need an agile solution that will help them adapt 
to the changing needs of the market.  Modular systems, by 
their very nature, are not agile and therefore do not lend 
themselves to the business environment of the future. No 
matter how appealing they may seem for the immediate now. 

However, the shift towards Integrated Health and Wellness models has been slower 
than expected.
Section 8 of the South African Occupational Health and Safety Act states that ‘Every employer 
shall provide and maintain … a working environment that is safe and without risk to the health of 
his employees.’ But many companies comply with the Act informed by the principle of absolute 
necessity. Hence, modular offerings are still popular. 

Although modular health and wellness offerings may seem to be more ‘targeted’,  
they can become a cost burden when your employee base changes  

and you’re left committed to products you no longer need. 

What are people saying 
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